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where is the well ? I asked. There, yonder ! replied 5Ali
pointing to a sandhill which could be differentiated from
those that surrounded it far and wide only by a vague litter
of very ancient camel-dung here and there. Of the well itself,
buried under a smooth barrow of sand, there was no trace
whatever and I wondered how on earth our guides had man-
aged to find the spot. I would perhaps have questioned the
existence of the well but for a remarkable incident. There
had been water here, they told me, at 23 fathoms, but the
well had not been visited by herding Arabs since the great
drought had set in some eight or ten years back. }Ali and
Salim had both visited it before then, but Ibn Humaiyid,
who had been there as a child, remembered having secreted
his toys in a certain spot. To that spot he now went and
from it unearthed a score or so of small, flat clay discs, pierced
through in the centre, which the Badawin children use in
playing a game called Darraj.1 How the game is played I
did not exactly ascertain, but their attempts to explain it
left me with the impression of a combination of draughts,
halma and tiddlywinks. I added the discs (of which we
found other stray specimens at a few places on our route) to
my collection and photographed a group of our guides on the
tomb of the well.
The higher flights of desert-craft are as uncanny as the
soarings of an Einsteinian brain. The ordinary man cannot
fathom the intricacies of thought that lead to results either
palpable or pleasingly intelligible. One gasps alike at the
familiar handling and dissection of atoms and the unerring
detection of a virgin by her footprints. In both cases the
responsible factor would seem to be not instinct—as pre-
sumably is the case with animals seeking food, water or
mates—but education. The habit, derived from generations
of instruction on particular lines or under particular condi-
tions, of observing the material facts and applying a certain
train of reasoning to the facts observed can alone account for
the miracles of the expert. The memorising'of experience is
a necessary corollary to the achievement of such a habit.
And so in the Arabian desert the good guide is he who ob-
1 Meaning * wheels ' or * rollers *.

